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Notes about talk
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◎ This is for wiki-beginners
◎ Documentation and results on-wiki
◎ Main challenge of translation:

collaborate with stakeholders
to promote diversity, equity, inclusion



Outline of talk
1. Why use Wikipedia?
2. WikiProject Clinical Trials
3. Wikipedia and translation
4. Social and ethical issues
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Use Wikipedia
to achieve 

communication
goals
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Search engines 💙 wiki
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Traffic metrics prove popularity
Traffic data is public for all articles in all languages
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For example in medicine - 
James Heilman, Andrew G. West. "Wikipedia and 
medicine: quantifying readership, editors, and the 
significance of natural language". Journal of Medicine 
Internet Research, March 2015.

Wikipedia more popular 

than other sources
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Daily traffic for 
single article
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Yearly traffic, single 
article, all languages



We imported 
ClinicalTrials.gov 

to Wikidata 
and curated it wiki style



Sample clinical trial
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Basic information
◎ disease treated
◎ drug used
◎ who managed
◎ sponsors
◎ research sites

◎ when
◎ how many people
◎ phase
◎ status
◎ catalog numbers
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Data schema

https://aact.ctti-clinicaltrials.org/schema


Project goals
summary: put data in wiki and make it useful

1. Import to Wikidata
2. Design use cases
3. Query Wikidata
4. Curate query results
5. Showcase output
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Project goals
summary: put data in wiki and make it useful

1. Import to Wikidata - COVID research 
2. Design use cases - university profile
3. Query Wikidata - "show my school's research"
4. Curate query results - cleanup, translation
5. Showcase output - data visualization
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Project outcomes

Did Wikidata import and curation

◎ 356,831 clinical trial records
◎ 356,536 - links to ClinicalTrials.gov
◎ 177,420 - list phase of research
◎ applied other labels for query

Modelled our process

◎ set up WikiProject
◎ organized community
◎ documented method
◎ organized translation
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Wikipedia has
tools for 
translation
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Various tools support translation

WikiProject Medicine Translation Task Force
Social group with documentation leaderboard

Programs & Events Dashboard
group collaboration tool with multilingual tracking

Wikipedia Content Translation Tool
interface providing access to Google translations

TABernacle
multilingual Wikidata Query Service frontend
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https://mdwiki.org/wiki/WikiProjectMed:Translation_task_force
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Programs_%26_Events_Dashboard
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Content_translation_tool
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:TABernacle
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WikiProject Medicine

Translation Task Force model:
◎ make a list of priority articles
◎ gather people to translate
◎ track progress

https://mdwiki.org/wiki/WikiProjectMed:Translation_task_force


List of essential medicines
◎ Acetylsalicylic acid
◎ Ibuprofen
◎ Paracetamol
◎ Codeine
◎ Fentanyl
◎ Morphine
◎ Methadone
◎ Amitriptyline
◎ Cyclizine
◎ Dexamethasone
◎ Diazepam
◎ Docusate sodium
◎ Fluoxetine
◎ Amphotericin B
◎ Miltefosine
◎ Paromomycin

◎ Amikacin
◎ Amoxicillin
◎ Amoxicillin/clavulanic acid 
◎ Ampicillin
◎ Benzathine benzylpenicillin
◎ Benzylpenicillin
◎ Cefalexin
◎ Cefazolin
◎ Chloramphenicol
◎ Clindamycin
◎ Cloxacillin
◎ Doxycycline
◎ Gentamicin
◎ Metronidazole
◎ Nitrofurantoin
◎ Atazanavir/ritonavir
◎ Darunavir
◎ Lopinavir/ritonavir 
◎ Ritonavir

◎ Bedaquiline
◎ Clofazimineα
◎ Cycloserine
◎ Delamanid
◎ Ethionamide
◎ Levofloxacin
◎ Linezolid
◎ Meropenem
◎ Moxifloxacin
◎ P-aminosalicylic acid
◎ Streptomycin
◎ Antifungal medicines
◎ Amphotericin B
◎ Clotrimazole
◎ Fluconazole
◎ Flucytosine
◎ Griseofulvin
◎ Doxycycline
◎ Mefloquine
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https://mdwiki.org/wiki/WikiProjectMed:List


Programs and Events Dashboard

Tool reports wiki edits of a group of people

Tracks all language Wikipedia versions
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Wikipedia Content 
Translation Tool

Start with any Wikipedia article

Get interface for translating text 
side by side
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TABernacle
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Translate
Wikidata
terms



Wikipedia has
social processes 
for translation
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New York City translation
Multilingual community
sharing across cultures
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art museums, 
including The Metropolitan 

Museum of Art

community organizations, 
including Sure We Can

 recycling center

public schools, especially 
Laguardia Community College

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Translat-a-thon/NYC/2019
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Meetup/NYC/SureWeCan5
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia_Asian_Month_2018/Asian_Art


Social and ethical issues

General Wikipedia ethical issues
◎ Should I use Wikipedia?
◎ Is my content good enough?
◎ Who are these other people?
◎ What if other people edit?
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Social and ethical issues

General Wikipedia ethical issues
◎ Should I use Wikipedia?
◎ Is my content good enough?
◎ Who are these other people?
◎ What if other people edit?
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We have to 
focus on 
translation



Social and ethical issues

◎ practicing transparency
◎ diversity, equity, inclusion
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for translating in Wikipedia



Documentation for transparency
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https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_Clinical_Trials


Most popular WikiProjects

1. Contents
2. Military history
3. Spam
4. Medicine
5. Video games

6. Mathematics
7. LGBT studies
8. Football
9. Articles for creation
10. Film
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content-focused projects (underlined)
have translation programs

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Database_reports/WikiProject_watchers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject_Military_history
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject_Medicine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject_Video_games
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject_Mathematics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject_LGBT_studies
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject_Football
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject_Film


WikiProjects are collaboration hubs

◎ all discussion public
◎ reporting encouraged
◎ revisions tracked
◎ open copyright license
◎ permanent archiving
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WikiProject Clinical Trials 
is modelled after 

WikiProject Medicine



Diversity, equity, inclusion

Besides subject matter Wikipedia communities, there are 
also regional and language communities.

We translated clinical trials data 
into Bangla, Hindi, and Swahili.
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 Source: “Wikipedia Article Count by Language 2001-2018,” Wikimedia. 
(https://stats.wikimedia.org/EN/PlotsSvgArticlesTotal.htm)

https://stats.wikimedia.org/EN/PlotsSvgArticlesTotal.htm
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English: 350 million native speakers

Mandarin Chinese: 1.3 billion native speakers
Spanish: 471 million native speakers
Hindi: 342 million native speakers
Arabic: 315 million native speakers
Bengali: 229 million native speakers
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2010: The Case of “Makmende”

“Wikipedia admins then repeatedly deleted the [Makmende] page, 
initially on ʻcriteria for speedy deletionʼ G1 (ʻPatent nonsense, 
meaningless, or incomprehensibleʼ), then G12 (ʻUnambiguous 
copyright infringement) ,̓ and finally G3 (ʻPure Vandalismʼ). Wikipedia 
editors argued for deletion because there existed ʻno reliable sources, 
and no claims of notabilityʼ . . .  actually, it was quite well sourced, 
including a reference to a Wall Street Journal online publication and 
five weblogs . . . If Wikipedia wants to . . . address issues of systemic 
bias – the community needs to expand to include more Wikipedians 
from the developing world. Deleting three versions of an article 
important to Kenyans and trying to delete a fourth doesnʼt send a 
strong message that Wikipedia is the open and welcoming community 
you and I both want it to be.” (259-260)

Source: “The Missing Wikipedians,” Heather Ford, Critical Point of View: A Wikipedia Reader

https://www.networkcultures.org/_uploads/%237reader_Wikipedia.pdf
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“Wikispace and the Politics of Exclusion”

“Wikipedia, therefore, is characterized by distinct directions in which 
information can be transmitted” (275)

Source: “Wikispace and the Politics of Exclusion,” Mark Graham, Critical Point of View: A Wikipedia Reader

https://www.networkcultures.org/_uploads/%237reader_Wikipedia.pdf


Thanks 
Tanvir Rahman
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◎ translation of English terms into Bangla
◎ For Wikidata, also migrates into Wikipedia
◎ access to information for everyone



Ways to seek community participation

◎ document project
◎ give many notices
◎ make friends
◎ hire native speaker
◎ join meetings
◎ practice diversity
◎ use wiki tools

◎ partnership over years
◎ collaboration exchange
◎ give credit
◎ share funding
◎ many small projects
◎ equity in design planning
◎ use wiki social precedent
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There is no one way to 
collaborate



Summary translation results

◎ We imported clinical trial data to Wikidata
◎ We collaborated with native speakers to translate it
◎ Wikidata now can return results in more languages
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